We consider an n-job one machine scheduling problem in which the processing time of each job i is a random variable subject to a normal distribution N(mi' v[) and the object is to maximize the weighted number of early jobs subject to the constraint that some specified jobs must be early. It is assumed that mp < mq implies v~ ~ vJ, where mi and vl are, respectively, a known mean value and a known variance associated with each job i.
Introduction
We consider a chance-constrained scheduling problem defined as follows:
(i) A single machine processes a set of n jobs, J z {1,2,"',n}, available at time zero.
(ii) Each job i requires a raniom processing time Pi subject to an
2) wherem.andv~are k
(iv) A positive real number u (u < 1) is given. A job is said early if the probability that the job is completed prior to its due time is not smaller than u. Otherwise, the job is said tardy.
(v) A subset Q of J is specified such that all the jobs in Q are re- Balut [2] has first discussed the chance-constrained scheduling problem in which m. and v~, i = 1,2,···,n, are arbitrarily given. However, it has ~ ~ been quite recently shown [7] that the algorithm proposed by him does not always give an optimal schedule and the problem is NP-complete. Anyway our problem becomes NP-complete if assumption (1) or (3) is relaxed.
In the following we show some properties for the optimality of the problem and propose an O(n 2 ) time algorithm for the problem, based on these properties. A practical application of the problem is also given.
Moreover. for the schedule TI. let (4) f{ . . 
Here we may assume without loss of generality that (5) mi+l3vi~difor'\!iEJ.
since otherwise. job i can not become early in any schedule. A set of jobs E is called early if there is a schedule in which all the jobs in E are early.
The set E = {i 1
This is an extension of Jackson's Lemma [4] . Thus for our object it can be assumed without loss of generality that any schedule takes the form of TI = (E.T). where E is a set of early jobs ordered according to nondecreasing order of due times and T = J-E is a set of tardy jobs ordered arbitrarily. Therefore. our scheduling problem becomes to find an early set E :: U 1
2.···.n. as (6).
is early and satisfies Thus the remaining case to be considered is that (12)
In Fig.l we illustrate the relation among sets defined above. Note that E .uc is not a feasible subset of E. lu{j} by the optimality of E. (see (7) ,
(8», while
is a feasible one by the feasibility of BR,' Thus (13) another non-empty set B. For (12) and (13), two cases are possible:
(i) For an element PEC, there is an element qEB such that m = m ,
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i.e., E' is obtained by replacing P with q in E~n(Ej_lu{j}) and hence has one more common elements with E. 
Moreover, it holds by the feasibility of E. 1 Therefore, we can construct a new t-optimal set from the old one:
Obviously, the new t-optimal set has one more common elements with To illustrate the algorithm, we consider an example shown in Table 1 . w. = 60.
~EE ~

{4,5} with the objectivE!
To show the validity of the algorithm, the following two lemmas are necessary.
Lemma 3. Each E.(j=1,2,···,n) constructed by the algorithm is a feasi-
